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About This Book 

 

In recent years I’ve been working closely with B2C software companies on making 

their products more engaging to their users. The challenges were mostly around 

how to get users to train (solve math problems, exercise, learn an instrument, 

meditate, etc.) over a period of time. 

 

Coming from gaming background, I always tackled these challenges from the game 

designer’s perspective. In team meetings, usually sitting around the table with the 

product’s designers and UX designers,  I would try to shed the product at hand in a 

new light. Imagine that your product was actually a game, I’d ask. What would be 

the player’s motivation to play it? What are the game mechanics? Are there any 

ways to win the game? Do the rewards fit the target audience? 

 

Even when the project was not a game by definition, but a feature, or a social 

product, treating it like one urged the team to answer difficult questions and 

sometimes encouraged them to go on different paths. 

 

It took me a while to form my method into a model that can be used by different 

companies working on different products. Finally, I think I got it.  

 

In this book, written especially for UX and Product Designers, I share my 

methodology of building game-like products. I’ll dive into the 6 principles of game 

design and provide you with my framework for analyzing and designing gameful 

apps and features. This is the framework I use when I design apps from scratch or 

build features for existing apps. Hopefully it will be as useful to you as it is to me. 

But before we start with the how, let’s talk a little bit about the who and the why. 
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About the author 

Hi. I’m Dori. 

And as you can tell by my picture, I’m a 

Game Designer. Besides hanging 

around with Game Boys in my mouth, 

I’m also the founder of Hands on Games, 

a gaming school, where I teach people 

about games and how to make them. 

This makes me an Educator as well. 

 

 

 

Over the past few years I’ve been working for and with B2C companies, helping 

them make their products more engaging. In this book, which was written 

especially for UX and Product Designers, I share my design methodology. Using six 

key rules of thumb, which I refer to as “gaming principles”, I lay out my solid 

framework for designing gameful apps and features. Hopefully, it will be useful to 

you as it is to me. 

 

I’m curious to know what you will make of this book and how you will use this 

methodology in your work. Do not hesitate to reach me at www.doriadar.com and 

tell me all about it. 

 

Happy reading, 

Dori Adar. 
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The Tectonic Change 
 

In 2010 I was managing a local, YouTube-like website. In our marketing department 

was a girl named Sharon, a very dedicated employee who started to act a little bit 

weird all of a sudden. Showing up late to work, bags under her eyes. She was 

obviously going through something. 

 

In a watercooler conversation I asked politely if everything was OK, and maybe I 

could help with something? She thanked me and said that all was well, it had just 

been a little rough recently because she had to wake up at 4:00 a.m. to harvest her 

corn, and she was a bit sleep deprived. 

 

I said, “Sure, err, what the hell are you talkin’ about? I’d be surprised if you’ve ever 

seen real corn in your life, let alone harvest it at 4 o'clock in the morning.” And she 

referenced me to, well, you guessed it, FarmVille.  

 

This really took me by surprise. Not so much by the game (which I didn’t 

understand at the time), as by the fact that she was actually playing a video game. 

Indeed, it was her first. 

 

Not so long ago, when people wanted to play computer games, they had to drive up 

to the MIT lab and stand in line to play Space Wars! The line wasn’t that big. 

 

Then, it was the arcades, a boys-only club, and when I grew up and played Sierra’s 

and Lucasfilm’s games from beginning to end and back again, I was considered “the 

geek who played video games.”  

 

And here Sharon was, losing sleep over a video game about a farm. 
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Games are getting big, I thought to myself. And that was even before everyone I 

know , Mom included, started tossing birds in the air. Crazy times. 

 

Everybody is Playing 

 

Toddlers. Kids. Adults. Old people. Gaming has become the biggest, most lucrative 

entertainment industry in all times. The mobile market alone is expected to bring in 

42 billion dollars in revenue by the end of 2017. 

 

What is the secret behind this crazy growth? Why are games considered to be so 

addictive that some people are afraid to touch them so they won’t turn into gaming 

junkies? 

 

I have my assumptions. Some relate to the fact that humanity has been playing for 

centuries, and others to the fact the video games invented lead the forefront of 

digital interactivity as we know it. A lot of knowledge was gathered in the process. 

 

These 40+ years of digital gaming provide us, UX and Product Designers, a vast pool 

of ideas and solutions to current interactivity challenges we are dealing with in our 

day to day lives.  

 

After reading this book, you will be able to think a little like a game designer. This 

way of thinking will help you ask different questions about your product; therefore, 

you will receive different answers. 
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The First 5 Principles of Gaming 

 

It was a stormy afternoon in 1987 when my sister had a breakthrough in her 

pseudo telekinetic experiment - getting a snack from the kitchen without getting up 

from the sofa. Her younger brother (me) was the semi-conductor.  

 

Up until that day she had tried all kinds of approaches, including threats, pleas and 

reverse psychology - to no avail. I just refused to get up and bring her the snacks. 

But it was my new Casio watch that gave her an idea for how to motivate me. 

 

“Let’s see if you can break my record and fetch my snacks in under ten seconds,” 

she said. Ten seconds?! I can totally do better, I thought, as I was zooming through 

the corridor. 

 

Unknowingly, with her vicious older sister instincts, she turned a task into a game 

by bestowing the first principle of making something into a game: An objective. AKA 

a Victory Condition. 

 

This would have been my sister’s first step towards a promising career in Game 

Design, had she not stopped there. 

 

She could have put some efforts into the game Mechanics. Hiding the snacks in 

different locations would make the game slightly less boring. How about restricting 

me to jump on one foot only? 

 

The game’s Rules could also be brushed up. How about moving only when she 

didn’t look or trying not to stay on the floor for more than two seconds at a time?   
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The game’s Components could be upgraded. It’s one thing to fetch the snack with 

the hands, another to fetch it with a homemade grabber or with a remote control 

car. 

 

And, finally, my sister could have done something to change the Space and turn 

our living room into a wipeout-like arena, using sofas as obstacles and chairs as 

traps.  

 

If she would have done at least some of these suggestions, this game would have 

lasted more than three times, after which I threw the snack on my sister’s head 

from the kitchen and yelled, “Now try to break THIS record!” 

 

After all, my sister didn’t want to build a fun game, she just wanted the snacks 

delivered to her. Just like some companies try to get their users do something by 

applying certain game elements, but do not really care about the overall play 

experience.  

 

To create an experience that is enduring and lasts over time, we should focus not 

only on a certain aspects, like leaderboards, rewards, and badges, but see the 

picture as a whole.  

 

A good place to start would be the victory conditions. 
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Victory Conditions 

When players approach a game they do not know, their first question is usually: 

How do I win it? The answer is the game’s victory conditions. 

Here are a few common victory conditions in games. 

 

Score 

The player or team with the top score/first to reach a score wins the game.  

 

Elimination 

The player who eliminates the other player(s) wins the game. (Think of Checkers, for 

example).  

 

Empty Hand 

Whoever finishes their deck of cards first wins the game. (Uno). 

 

X in a Row 

Align x parts in a row to win the game. (Tic Tac Toe). 

 

Capture the Flag 

A game where players have to get ahold of a particular opponent’s piece. (Chess) 

 

Majority 

The player who holds the majority of pieces at the end of the game wins it. 

 

First to Finish 

First player to reach a certain destination. 
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The fastest way to turn a non-game product into a game is by applying a victory 

condition to it. The type of victory condition(s) applied will determine the game 

system type. 

 

3 types of game systems 
Defined by the victory conditions, we can differentiate between three types of game 

systems. 

 

Win-lose games 

In this type of game there’s always a winning side and a losing side. Most games are 

like that. I’d even dare to ask, do you know any games without winners and losers? 

 

Win-lose games are often associated with competition, which is a strong sauce.  

Almost every action can be turned into a competition, and once the competition is 

declared the effect is immediate. For good or bad, players cannot ignore it. 

  

Some companies have decided to turn their products to competition-based 

products in their efforts to boost engagement. 

 

Mathletics, a math learning platform, puts competition at its product core and has 

students compete with one another on math problems. 

 

Gameffective, a company that provides gamification services to call centers, 

encourages reducing customers’ handle time by placing leaderboards and score 

systems.   

 

Using competition as a main mechanic will move the needle for you. But, as 

mentioned before, it’s a strong sauce. It resonates mainly with competitive user 
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types and tends to get old fast. Also, users who participated but did not win might 

not want to try again. 

 

If your goal is to foster creativity, a sense of camaraderie and other, positive 

sentiments, you might want to look at the next game system. 

 

Cooperative games 

Many games are semi-cooperative games. Basketball or Football, for instance, 

where the team plays together to beat their opponents. 

 

However, how many truly cooperative games do you know? Games without definite 

winners or losers? 

 

Take Escape Rooms as an example. In Escape Rooms, players play together as a 

team to “beat the room” and escape in the fastest time. 

 

Another example is Draw Something. The viral game that took the app stores by 

storm and got acquired by Zynga for 500 million dollars (only to vanish completely 

less than a month afterwards) was a pure collaborative game. 

 

In Draw Something, the player picks a word out of possible three, draws it (hence, 

draw something), and sends the little artwork to her teammate, who then tries to 

guess the drawing. 

 

You can also think of Tinder, the dating app, as a very simple cooperative game.  

Tinder’s victory condition, and the secret to its addictiveness, is getting a match. 

This match is mutual. It occurs only when two players “like” each other. 
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Now the two players can start their upcoming relationship when there’s already a 

mutual victory in their shared history. 

 

Cooperative games offer a refreshment in the competitive space of gaming and 

work great in learning environments. However, they are often more complicated to 

create.  

 

Personal Achievement 

Personal achievement is a type of game where one plays solo to beat her own 

score. These achievements are often added to the main victory condition by the 

players themselves.  

 

For example, after I’ve mastered the Rubik’s cube, I may try to beat my own time 

record, or try to solve it using only one hand. 

 

Applying a Personal Achievement condition in digital products is super easy. Just 

toss a counting number on an action and you got it. The action will instantly 

become a Personal Achievement for your players. 

 

The classic example is Facebook’s Like. It’s just a number, but the power it has on 

users is immense. Can you imagine Facebook without its iconic Like? It would have 

been a totally different product.  

 

Number of likes, views, comments and such have a huge affect on the play 

experience and should be installed with great care. Sometimes they might hurt the 

desired experience, as you are about to read in the next episode. 

 

Sandbox Systems 
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While a victory condition is a good indicator to whether a system is a game or not, 

not all games have victory conditions.  

 

Some systems’ goal is to provide a set of rules that breed creativity. There are no 

winners or losers, or victory conditions at all. We call them “Sandbox Systems.” 

 

Take Minecraft, for example. The most important video game of recent years is all 

about creating. Minecraft is like an online Lego world where players build all kinds 

of awesome, spectacular and silly creations. The set of tools Minecraft provides its 

players with is simple to grasp, yet allows endless amount of creativity, thus 

effectively functioning as a “creative constraint.” You cannot build EVERYTHING on 

Minecraft. You have to adhere to the rules of the world. But what you have is 

enough to get the creative juices flowing. 

 

For most people, creative constraints are the bread and butter of creativity. It’s 

much harder, and more tedious, to write a story than a 140-character text, for 

example. 

 

The 140-character rule, or Snapchat’s 10-seconds ephemeral message rule, are 

good examples for creative constraints that foster creativity in digital products. I see 

these two products as simplified versions of sandbox games like Minecraft. 

 

Finding the right amount of constraints to help someone be creative is not an easy 

thing to do. Ideally, the constraints will inspire people to create, and also to get 

better at their creations as they progress with the game. 

 

Applying Victory Conditions to Non-Game Products 
 

Now that you know what you need to know about victory conditions, you can apply 

them to various products and see their effect on the overall experience. 
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Let’s take Tinder as a product to tinker with. 

As discussed, Tinder’s victory condition is getting a match. Changing this condition 

would transform Tinder to a completely different product. 

 

What if the new condition would be score, and the player's goal is to get the highest 

score in an arcade-type game together? 

 

We can also apply the elimination victory condition. I imagine a multiplayer game 

where a group of 10 (5 men, 5 women) eliminate the others in some way 

(answering Trivia questions, for example) and the last couple standing wins the 

game. 

 

We can also try and transform Tinder to be a sandbox game with no victory 

conditions, and give users tools for mutual creation. Creating a collage together, or 

writing a story together under certain creative constraints. 

 

These ideas are obviously premature and might not work at all, but notice how, by 

changing the victory condition, we open a world of possibilities for new products of 

features. 
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Mechanics 

If you’ll overhear two Game Designers talk passionately about their profession, 

you’ll probably notice a word that recurs often: Mechanics.  

 

Mechanics is a term unique to the interactive medium and it stands for the means 

of interaction with the system. We can also look at mechanics as the actions we 

take playing a game; run, hide, toss a dice, swipe, vote, etc. 

Here’s a list of common game mechanics: 

 

Roll a dice to move 

Backgammon, Monopoly and many other popular games use it. This mechanic is 

based on luck; therefore, it appeals to a younger crowd that prefer luck elements 

over strategy.  

 

Action points 

If you played the mobile hit Clash Royale, you should be familiar with this mechanic. 

Players have a limited amount of action points and they decide on which actions to 

spend them on. This approach offers more room for strategy than mere luck.  

 

Turn order 

Some games are played in turns. The common form is chronical turn-based and 

players take their turns one after the other in order, like in Chess or Backgammon. 

 

Simultaneous turn play is a mechanic where all players play their turn together, 

like in the card game “War.” 
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When the game uses a variable turn order mechanic, players may not play their 

turn in the exact same order as they played in a previous round. The party game 

“Truth or Dare” plays that way. 

 

Auction/Bidding 

This mechanic requires players to bid on items in an auction. The bidding is usually 

monetary but can involve different game components or mechanics, like action 

points, for example. 

 

Match 3 

Made popular by the game Bejeweled and later on Candy Crush Saga, this 

mechanic requires players to match three items of the same kind, usually on a grid, 

in order to score points and clear space on the game’s board. 

 

Singing/Storytelling 

Original, yet sometimes daunting way to interact with a game. The game “Once 

Upon a Time” requires players to tell a story using cards that depict elements from 

fairy tales. 

 

Mobile apps also have a set of mechanics that are commonly used: 

 

Basic input mechanics 

Text, picture, voice, video. 

 

Photo filters 

And any other photos/video enhancements such as draw, geofilters, masks and 

effects. 

 

Swipe right to keep, left to pass 
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Aka the Tinder mechanic, that can be used in various applications. (Just please don’t 

call it Tinder for X; an app is much more than a sorting mechanic). 

 

Vote 

Whether it’s an upvote, like or a poll. 

 

Live 

Video, audio or text chat in realtime. 

 

Conversational UI 

A dialogue with a bot over voice, video or text. 

 

What Makes a Certain Mechanic Interesting? 

Mechanics are the means of interaction with the game, and how interesting they 

are largely depends on the sum of all parts of the game. 

 

However, some mechanics are more interesting than others from the get go. An 

action point mechanic, for example, is more interesting than a roll a dice mechanic, 

because the player has more choice and room to strategize playing the action point 

mechanic, rather than being dependent on mere luck. 

 

The element of choice, therefore, is what makes a mechanic interesting, although 

not every choice is considered to be a meaningful one.  

A meaningful choice is comprised of three parts: awareness, information and 

impact. 

 

Awareness 
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The player has to be a aware that she is now making a choice. If this critical 

moment goes unnoticed, the choice will not be meaningful, because there was 

never really a moment of conscious choice. 

 

Information 

The player has to be informed of possible choice consequences and of any other 

relevant data needed to make that choice. If the player has to choose between two 

doors, and one of them has a prize behind it and the other has none, then the 

action will be a guess rather than a choice. If in the start of the game, a character 

asks me if she can take my dog for a walk, and I have to decide whether it’s a go or 

no go, it is also not a meaningful choice. I just don’t have enough data about the 

implications of such actions to be considered a meaningful choice. 

 

Impact 

The choice has to be impactful and the impact should be felt immediately after the 

choice was taken. If all of my choices end up with the same result, the choice 

cannot be considered meaningful*. 

 

* There’s a term in Game Design called “The Illusion of Choice.” This occurs when 

the players’ choices end up with the same results; however, the immediate impact 

is to make the player feel as if her choice mattered, thus casting the illusion of 

choice. The games of Telltale excel at this. 

 

Now scroll back and take a look at the product-related mechanics. Can you spot 

mechanics that are more interesting than others from the get go? 

 

… 
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All mechanics listed have certain points of interest; therefore, they all can be 

meaningful. When you decide what to tweet, you are a aware of the point of choice, 

you are informed of at least some of the consequences that might occur, and you’ll 

feel the impact immediately after tweeting in the shape of retweets and comments. 

 

Think of Tinder’s “Swipe right to keep, left to pass” mechanic. Why is it so appealing? 

This mechanic is so simple, yet firmly holds the three traits of a meaningful choice: 

awareness, impact and information. 

 

Players are well aware of the point of choice as it occurs, they are informed of the 

consequences (in Tinder’s case, the rules of the game. Swipe left and you may lose 

that person forever!), and the impact may be felt immediately if there’s an instant 

match or quite some time after the action was made. 

 

This mechanic is so simple and effective that it is tempting to try it out in a different 

context. In a news app, for example, where you choose to swipe  the news you’d 

like to read later to the right, and left to pass on others.  

 

This might work well as a User Experience mechanic; however, the emotional 

impact that accompanies a Tinder match, with all the promises that are latent to it, 

is just not there when sorting news. 

 

Applying Game Mechanics to Non-Game Products 

 

Combined with the victory conditions, applying different mechanics to an app will 

result in major changes. 

 

Let’s take Tinder again as our example.  
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The app’s current victory condition is scoring a match, and the main mechanic is 

swipe right to keep, swipe left to drop.  

 

What if we kept the victory condition and changed the mechanic? Now, instead of 

swiping, both players have to answer a trivia question that the other person had 

put up. What would this do to the user behaviour in the app? 

 

Now, instead of swiping mechanically over profile pictures, one would have to give 

more attention to each profile, maybe even Google certain question if the other 

player is attractive enough for her. 

 

This might also be a tedious idea and not work at all, but it sure is different and 

worth a try. 

 

We can also change the victory condition from match to elimination, like we did in 

the previous section. However, the mechanics are still Trivia, and now our dating 

app became a Trivia “death match,” where the last standing couple win the game. 

 

What other victory conditions-mechanics combinations can you think of trying to 

alternate Tinder into something else? 
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Rules 

The game’s rules, together with the victory conditions and mechanics, shape the 

form of the interactive system. Rules dictate what players can and cannot do in the 

game. 

 

The difference between mechanics and rules is subtle and often confusing. To 

avoid confusion (or to spark a heated debate), think of mechanics as the actions 

that one takes to play the game, and rules as the description of these actions. 

 

For example, Twitter’s mechanic is text, the rule is the 140 characters limitation. 

Snapchat’s mechanics are photos/videos, the rule is that they disappear in up to 10 

seconds. 

 

Snapchat’s and Twitter’s rules are there for one purpose: To breed creativity. It’s 

more compelling to write a short sentence in 140 characters than write an essay at 

any length.  

 

It is more liberating to shoot a video that disappears forever after 10 seconds than 

upload something that will stay in the cloud forever to haunt you. 

 

Rules may also be installed to directly influence players’ behaviour. Some time ago, 

Tinder introduced a new rule called “Superlikes.” Instead of just “liking” someone by 

swiping right, now players can Superlike each other by swiping up. Alas, players are 

restricted to one Superlike each day, and, unlike regular likes, the correspondent 

will see the Superlike stamp before she decides whether to pass or keep that 

person. 
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By creating a scarce gesture like the Superlike, Tinder hopes to achieve a slightly 

more strategic play. Players might think, is she or he worth my Superlike? Or may I 

save it later for a future possible match? 

 

The dating app Bumble, founded by an ex-Tinder employee, changed the rules of 

the dating game by allowing only ladies to make the first move - they would 

message men first. This rule was installed to empower women and eliminate 

unnecessary hassling as much as possible.  

 

What other rules can you think of that might change users’ behaviour in a dating 

app? 
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Components 

 

Every game, digital and physical, is comprised of certain components. 

Physical games’ components often include the board game, pawns, cards, dice, 

figurines, etc. 

 

Digital games and apps have a different set of components that can be installed 

and removed from almost every product.  

 

Points, Badges, Leaderboards (PBLs) 

PBLs, Gamification’s usual suspects, are easy to install in almost every product and 

their impact will be felt immediately. 

 

Points, for example, can be attached to every action. Do you want to encourage 

players to send messages to each other? No problem, just give them points for it. 

 

And if there are points, why not leaderboards? Competitions are easy to handle 

once there are points. Badges, also, are a no brainer. Everything is “Badgeable.” The 

“first 5 messages” badge, the “happy 100 messages badge” and so forth. 

 

From my experience with PBLs, the effect on the gamified product is overwhelming 

in terms of engagement, but not for every player, and not for long. That’s probably 

the reason that, in 2017, we barely see points and leaderboards, and badges took a 

few steps back. They still exist, but they are not celebrated as they used to be. 

 

Leaderboards and points now take different forms. There are not as blunt as they 

used to be. The copy has changed. Instead of points, we now have a number of 
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likes, hearts, streaks, or whatever metric the product designers decided to push 

forward. 

 

Bear in mind that if you have a project that could use a short-term boost (for 

marketing reasons, product penetration or else), or if your product is enhancing a 

very strict and tedious job (reducing average handle time in call centers, for 

example), PBLs might have some solutions in store for you. 

 

Virtual Currency 

This has been made popular in free to play games, and it’s now leaking to social 

apps. It makes a lot of sense trying to monetize players on actions in an app. After 

all, it works very well for games. 

 

For example, the Bumble app uses a “Superswipe” mechanic, which is a clone to 

Tinder’s “Superlike.” Players can Superswipe a profile they super fancy and this 

action costs 1 virtual coin, which makes this action scarce. If players want to undo 

an action, like swiping right instead of left, that’s another coin. Want to prepare the 

ground before traveling to another country and do some swiping out of your own 

region? Another coin. 

 

Not every system is suitable for applying virtual currencies. The actions that you 

charge for should never be a mandatory part of the overall use of the app. On the 

other hand, when activated, their impact should be big and noticeable. 

 

A friend of mine once told me that the effect of spending virtual currency on 

boosters in a game should feel like being high on a drug of some sort. The player 

feels omnipotent, has a lot of power to build/hatch/buy or whatever there is to do 

in the game and progress very quickly.  
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When the currency is spent, everything turns back to normal, but suddenly it feels 

very slow. 

 

I do not recommend that you treat your users as drug addicts, but as a metaphor, it 

sticks, and explains the deeper idea behind virtual currency and why people pay for 

it. So it made it in this book.  (Thanks, U.G.) 

 

Flavor 

A game’s flavor usually refers to the atmosphere attached to the bare game rules 

and mechanics and often answers the question “What the game is about?” Chess, 

for example, is a game about two armies fighting. 

 

The flavor (sometimes referred to as theme) is significant for two main reasons. 

First, an appropriate, natural theme would make the game’s rules clear, thus 

memorable and easy to learn. It makes sense that when the king goes down the 

army loses, no matter the amount of army pieces still on the board. 

 

The second reason is the emotional attachment. Strip Chess from its flavor and you 

stay with an unappealing set of rules on a board that no one could relate to. 

 

I find that adding flavor to your product can do wonders for engagement. 

It could be a subtle, yet meaningful add-on. When I designed the gamification 

system for a math-learning application for kids, the first thing I did was to change a 

few key words. Homework turned to quests, math problems turned to riddles and 

so on.  The effect was palpable, and students’ likelihood to approach the material 

increased. 

 

Words can have strong influence on behaviour, even if there isn’t really a difference 

between “Problem” and “Riddle,” and a word that is more appealing will change the 
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player's attitude towards it. When people doubt the power of words and 

micro-copy in products, I always quote Chief Wiggum from The Simpsons, who once 

said when he caught his son and Bart sneaking up to his room for the 100th time 

he asked, “What exactly is your fascination with my forbidden closet of mysteries?” 

 

Story 

Unlike traditional storytelling mediums such as Cinema and Theatre, where the play 

or film builds up from the script, in games, the story is often another component. 

Players can choose to engage with it or not.  

 

Adding story to a non-game product will result in a major product change; 

therefore, it is not suitable in most cases. However, there are some interesting 

takes on using stories in different constellations to achieve engagement and 

uniqueness. 

 

The running application Zombie Run is making a very interesting use of geolocation, 

personalized training wisdom and storytelling. You play an agent in an apocalyptic 

world that is supposed to, well, run away from Zombies. You achieve points and 

move forward in the story as your meet your training milestones, all related to the 

overall story. 

 

Profile picture/username 

This is such a trivial component that we often do not take it into consideration 

when building products. What would happen if you removed that component? 

That was the basis for many anonymous apps like Whisper, Secret and YikYak, 

which used the absence of the trivial personal information to achieve a different 

player experience, for good or bad.  

 

How to apply different components to non-game products? 
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Going back to obviously our favorite app here, Tinder, I can think of a few 

component add-ons to alter the product core. What if we would add a flavor to it, 

and change the app’s atmosphere to be more appealing to comics geeks? 

 

Every member could shape his or her own avatar in the spirit of superheroes, the 

main gameplay window would look like a comic strip, etc. This change would 

definitely make the app appealing to a more niche crowd, but maybe a niche that 

doesn't feel comfortable with current solutions. 

 

This flavor calls for another component add-on. Virtual currency could offer extra 

modification for the avatar, acquire superpowers such as “Telepathy” that allows 

users to know who liked them before they swiped (for limited use), and more. 
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Space 

 

The last principle of the first five principles is space. Where does the game take 

place? On a board game around the table? Maybe on the floor, a-la Twister? Maybe 

online on the desktop computer, on the commute, or anywhere else. 

 

Knowing the location, or the spatial context of your player, is crucial when designing 

interactive experiences. Doug Nguyen, the creator of the mobile hit Flappy Bird, 

wanted to create a game that could be played while standing in a bus on the way to 

work. 

 

This context has so many implications on the design. The game has to be played in 

one hand only, which means the game should run in portrait mode. It’s very hard to 

perform the swipe gesture with only one hand, so the game is limited to the tap 

gesture. These limitations derive directly from the game’s space, and heavily shape 

the game design. 

 

Space is also used in non-game apps, usually in the form of notifications. When the 

user is around a shop, for example, and gets a push notification with a discount on 

it. (Waze’s current means of monetization.) 

 

Can we use space in more gameful manners? 

 

How to apply space to non-game products? 
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Think about how Tinder would alter if we took physical space into consideration. 

Well, it is already taken. Players can adjust the radius in which they want to find 

matches in. But this is not very playful. 

 

Play would begin if players would be able to, for example, “hide” their profile in 

various places in the city, making it visible only to people who visited this place, 

thus creating a sense of uniqueness and scarcity.  

 

Uploading a map of favorite places in a city and get matches based on map 

proximities might also prove smart as a functioning idea. 

 

Now imagine making a change in the app’s space combined with, let’s say, the 

victory conditions? Or the mechanics? Or all three of them? The combinations are 

endless. How do we choose? 
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Player Experience: The Principle That Rules 

Them All 

 

In the previous section we talked about the 5 different principles that together 

make the game system. A change in one part of the equation changes the product 

completely. The question remains is, rather than the sake of experimentation, how 

do we know which segments to change, and how? 

 

It all depends on how we want our players to feel. 

 

Eventually, when designing everything interactively, this is the most important 

question that we have to ask ourselves time and time again. The answer to this 

question is what we call the Player Experience. This is a close relative of User 

Experience, but slightly different. 

 

Whereas User Experience often refers to ease of use, availability, accessibility and 

such, Player Experience often refers to sentiments we can talk about and describe 

as real-world experiences. 

 

Some games are designed to keep players on the edge of their seat. Others are 

designed to do the exact opposite and their proposed Player Experience is Zen-like. 

We can design games that will make our users feel smart, brave, lucky, misfortuned, 

like heroes that fight against all odds or empowered gods that can destroy 

everything beneath them with a toss of a handful of dice.  

 

Let’s take some of the social apps you know and use and try to analyze what Player 

Experience their developers tried to achieve. 
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Instagram 

This is a social photo sharing app that is known by its beautiful picture filters. 

The Player Experience I see here is that of a “Pro Photographer.” Empowered by the 

beautiful filters that add a distinctive value even to mediocre pictures, Instagram 

users enjoy getting better at shooting pictures, trying different camera settings, etc.  

 

Snapchat 

This is another photo sharing app, yet it is 180 degrees in Player Experience from 

Instagram. Snapchat’s ephemeral nature, combined with a handful of face filters, 

drawing colors, stickers and bunch of other silly components, creates a super 

casual, goofing around kind of Player Experience.  

 

Tinder 

This one I’ll keep, this one I’ll skip. I’m controlling fate with my fingertips. To me, this 

is Tinder’s Player Experience. Empowerment. Especially appealing to the shy types 

who never got to have this feeling until Tinder popped into their lives.   

 

Every interactive product, be it a game, a social app or something else, should start 

with the Player Experience question in mind and on paper. The desired Player 

Experience should be the guiding star further down in the product life cycle, when 

new features are added to the mix.  

 

Do these new features contribute to our desired Player Experience? Or they may be 

altering players’ behaviours towards something else? 

 

When the company’s goal clashes with the core Player Experience 
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Some time ago, Snapchat introduced a new metric to their players. A fire-shaped 

emoji showed up in some of the conversations with a number next to it. This is the 

Snapstreak, and it measures how many days in a row you have snapped with a 

friend. To keep this Snapstreak number going, both parties have to snap to each 

other at least once per 24 hours - or it’s gone.  

 

At first this number doesn’t mean anything. But as it grows and stands on, let’s say, 

10 days in a row… suddenly two people find themselves playing a cooperative game 

they didn’t sign up for. Nobody wants to be the one to break the streak, and as the 

number keeps on growing, so does the burden. 

 

Read this quote about how one, devastated player feels about this feature: 

 

“On Friday morning, I woke up to realize I had lost a 159-day long Snapchat streak with 

a close friend of mine. I don’t want to be dramatic, but it was as if a part of me had died 

while I was sleeping. Upon making this gruesome discovery, I was overcome by a rush of 

emotions: anger, disbelief, disappointment, and sadness.” (Source) 

 

Now don’t get me wrong. I’m sure that Snapstreak metrics indicate that players who 

have reached a certain Snapstreak number are more likely to keep on snapping 

with each other. 

 

Definitely a success in the short term. But is this in line with Snapchat’s laid-back, 

super casual Player Experience at the core product? Not so much. Therefore, in the 

long run, I believe that this feature will prove more harm than good for Snapchat. 

 

Whatever feature you design, whether it is a small, rate-us kind of feature, or big as 

a new idea for an app, always begin with the desired Player Experience and draw 

from there.  
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Do you want to foster cooperation and teamwork in your app? Consider making it 

collaborative. Do you like people to feel open and share their minds without fear? 

Consider removing their profile component, or make sure their team is comprised 

of friends or like-minded people. Try to switch around mechanics and see what 

works for you. There are endless options, and as long as you let the Player 

Experience guide you through difficult decisions, you will be on the right track. 

 

Summary 

 

These 6 gaming principles offer a different take on designing digital products and 

features. By looking at products as games, features as mini games and users as 

players, a different discourse emerges. One that takes into consideration a player’s 

motivation to play, win, cooperate or be creative, and provides you with a 

framework to shape the player experience as you intend it to be. 

 

This way of thinking often helps me to find different, sometimes off the wall, 

solutions when I get stuck on a product problem. It also reminds me to think of one 

of the most important rules, one that seems so trivial but is often overlooked: That 

games should be played voluntarily. You cannot force someone to play a game. Our 

job as designers is to make our digital product as compelling as possible so people 

will want to use it voluntarily, even if sometimes they are forced by their company 

to use it. 

 

I encourage you to try and analyze different digital products as games using the 

framework, even if they do not seem like games at all at the start. What are the 

victory conditions? What are the main mechanics and rules? Are there any unique 
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components? Is the game’s space different? And, most important, what is the player 

experience? How do you feel using that product? 

 

This will help you internalize the framework and have it ready for use in times of 

need.  

 

Thank you for your time reading this ebook. 

 

I hope that it will come in handy in the near future. When it does, please let me 

know! I’d love to learn how you used this model working on your own products. 

 

 

Best, 

Dori Adar 
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